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Abstract
School of Engineering and I.T.
Master of Information Technology (Computing)
No Free Lunch:
Text Mining and Visualization for Consumer Decision-Making and Search
by Anela Yukie Chan

Consumers today often conduct product shopping and research online, yet current web-based
product search tools do little to guide their analysis and decision-making, often presenting copious amounts of product information without structure. Yet, e-commerce today also features
large numbers of product reviews by fellow consumers, which can be transformed into information and even knowledge to help consumers learn about products before buying. No Free Lunch
is a software system leveraging text mining and a visually-driven web-based user interface to improve consumer decision-making and product search. Text mining includes extracting relevant
product features and scoring products based on reviews, and this mined data forms the basis
for an interactive web app in which a consumer can search for products and explore aspects of
the product space. While past research has focused on methodology for product feature extraction, sentiment analysis of product reviews and user interfaces for product summarization, No
Free Lunch is unique in that it focus on cross-product search across a market of competitors.
Particularly, the system presents a complex, multi-objective product search and asks the user
to consider tradeo↵s while making decision. The system exemplifies how data acquired from
text mining and presented in a graphical user interface can transfer crowdsourced knowledge.
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Introduction
The rise of e-commerce and social media has fueled an explosion in data related to the expression
of opinion. Websites featuring user reviews and comments, such as Amazon, TripAdvisor, Yelp
and even Twitter and Facebook, can capture customer and public opinions toward products,
services, political issues and more. In e-commerce, customer reviews can encourage greater
transparency, price competition and accountability among sellers, exemplifying the positive
e↵ect of information on market equilibria.
Yet, just as the Web’s proliferation of documents motivates information retrieval systems to
navigate those documents, the explosion in opinion-related data creates a need for automated
analytical systems to navigate through and facilitate human reasoning about the opined-upon
topics. In e-commerce, product search systems present copious information but without much
guiding structure or analysis of products (shown in screenshots in Figure 1.1 [1] and 1.2 [2]).
Reviews by fellow customers can help a consumer reason and analyze about products, but
most customer review data is in the form of unstructured text, and the volume of text makes
comprehensive reading of reviews an untenable task. A single product can garner thousands of
reviews. Totaled up across competitors, the reviews can number in the tens of thousands.
This paper presents No Free Lunch, a software system leveraging text analytics as well as an
interactive, visually-driven, web-based user interface to improve consumer decision-making and
product search. No Free Lunch seeks to translate high-volume, unstructured text data from
reviews into not only information but also knowledge for the consumer, with the goal of aiding
analytical reasoning about choice. The system is end-to-end; it takes input of review data,
performs text mining and creates a user interface. It is also fully automatic, with minimal
human input required in the translation from raw data to analytical insight.
1
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Figure 1.1: An Amazon search for “space heater” returns over 5000 search results.

Figure 1.2: This popular heater has over 5,000 reviews.
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No Free Lunch joins a long line of research in the realm of opinion mining. Previous research
has realized the utility in mining unstructured product review texts, and a variety of methods
that can enrich analysis of products have been devised [3][4][5]. Yet, development of useful user
interfaces, particularly in visualization of each product category’s “space”, has been explored but
remains somewhat limited. Only a few interdisciplinary teams [6][7][8] have considered the role
of text mining in cross-product search, with the majority of research focused on summarization
of individual products, and to the best of this author’s knowledge, none have explicitly presented
the idea of trade-o↵s within that cross-product search.
No Free Lunch builds upon previous research in fine-grained opinion mining for product reviews,
but focuses on the design of software as a consumer utility for analytical reasoning in the
context of microeconomic choice. Section II gives an overview of the broader research context,
while Section III describes the system, including its user interface, architecture, text mining
methodology. Section IV discusses future directions for refining the web application and its text
mining modules.

2

Review of Related Literature
To analyze products for the purposes of cross-product search, products must be scored by
feature, calculating a series of < product, f eature, score > tuples. To score based on product
reviews, the analyst must first determine which features or aspects are important, and then
determine each reviewer’s attitude toward each feature or aspect, as implied in the free text
review, to calculate < review, product, f eature, score >. Previous research has realized the
utility in mining product review data and broken down the challenge into subtasks of text
summarization–extracting relevant “features” or “aspects” from free text–and opinion mining
in order to determine author attitude toward a particular feature.
Researchers have studied the problem of opinion mining for over a decade. In an early work,
Pang et al. [9] used classifiers Naive Bayes, support vector machines (SVM) and maximum
entropy models to classify movie reviews as positive or negative, according to labels implied by
“thumbs up/thumbs down” user ratings, while Dave et al. [10] extended this machine learningbased sentiment analysis with bigram and trigram language models. From there, the problems
and applications of sentiment analysis has been studied extensively. Pang and Lee [3] provide
an excellent survey of the subject, while Tsytsarau and Palpanas [5] provide a more recent one.
This literature review will describe past research in feature extraction (2.1), opinion mining and
sentiment analysis (2.2), presentation and visualization techniques (2.3) and finally product
review mining in relation to economics and business (2.4).

4
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Feature Extraction

Hu and Liu’s research [11] is perhaps the seminal work on opinion mining of product reviews.
They recognized that sentiment analysis first requires extraction of a product’s features or
aspects, for example “picture quality” or “battery life” for a digital camera. To avoid manual
supplying of features, an automatic extraction method is needed, which becomes a problem of
multi-document text summarization. Based on the observation that product features are often
nouns, they applied association rule mining to extract frequently mentioned nouns and noun
phrases, with additional pruning to avoid redundancy and improve compactness.
Hu and Liu [12] improved upon this feature extraction methodology with “pros and cons” review mining and additional post-processing such as merging synonyms, boosting precision and
recall for feature extraction over their methodology in [11]. Additional machine learning techniques include applying a clustering algorithm [13] and a maximum entropy-based classifier [14].
Other researchers have applied a corpus-based approach. Popescu and Etzioni [15] examined
pointwise mutual information (PMI) scores associated with products and a pre-seeded list of
meronymy discriminators (e.g. “scanner has” or “scanner comes with”). [7] benchmarked frequently mentioned nouns against a corpus representing “generic” English, under the assumption
that product features in reviews are mentioned at higher prevalence than nouns in generic English. More recently, Yu et al. [16] attempted to improve feature extraction through an aspect
ranking algorithm, with F-scores raised by roughly 4 percentage points over [11]. Yet, it should
be noted that while it seems intuitive to recognize features before performing sentiment analysis,
an alternate approach is look for opinion words first and find only co-occurring features, which
results in similar accuracy [17].
Much of the earlier work on sentiment analysis requires the feature to be mentioned explicitly,
meaning that the actual word is stated, e.g. “I appreciated this space heater’s safety features”.
However, many reviews denote product features implicitly. For example, in the sentence “I’m
constantly afraid my two-year-old will immolate herself on this space heater.”, the word “safety”
is not mentioned but implied. [18] [19], [20], and [21] tackled the problem of implicit feature
detection in Chinese. In English, Wang used a constrained topic model and SVM classifier for
implicit feature detection [22], while Schouten used association rule mining and POS filtering
[23]. Yet, implicit feature detection remains in its infancy, despite its potential to improve
accuracy for aggregation.

II.
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Sentiment Analysis

Once product features are extracted, sentiment analysis for product review mining typically
attempts to find an author’s attitude toward that mentioned feature. Sentiment analysis can be
applied at the document, sentence or even clause level. Because reviews are seen as discussing
a series of topics—the features or aspects, sentiment analysis should be applied at the sentence
or clause level. After all, consumers might say sentences like ‘This heater generates a lot of heat
but is tough on my electric bill.”, in which the author opines on two di↵erent topics with two
di↵erent attitudes. Sentiment analysis at any granularity brings challenges relating to human
nuance. Context is important; for example “hot” and “cold” might appear positive and negative
a priori but not in the phrases “hot beer” or “cold champagne”. Opinions thus have “prior
polarity” and “contextual polarity” [24]. Further, even the same phrase can carry di↵erent
connotations in di↵erent domains: “go read the book” is considered positive in a book review
but negative in a movie review [3].
Opinion mining techniques can largely be divided into machine learning approaches, dictionarybased approaches, statistical or corpus-based approaches and semantic approaches [5]. The machine learning approach is typically supervised, using labels to train a classifier, which might
classify a document as positive or negative. Pang and Lee [25] applied multi-class labels corresponding to star ratings on movie reviews to imply more ordinality in prediction. Classifiers
like Naive Bayes, SVMs and logistic regression have demonstrated high accuracy [5].
Yet, despite high accuracy, the machine learning approach requires labeled data—easier to obtain for documents with binary or star ratings, but harder to obtain for sentences—and struggles
to represent opinions as scalar values. While positive/negative is a simplifying assumption, opinions often have levels of strength [24]. Cabral and Hortescu [26] even found that words that
appear neutral or even weakly positive are perceived by human readers as negative when considering the product market and social contexts. Another concern is portability between domains.
Models trained in one domain will su↵er lower accuracy if the test data is not distributed similarly to the training data. A domain adaptation algorithm is one possibility for improving
portability [27].
An unsupervised dictionary-based approach may also help overcome these weaknesses. Under
this approach, the opinion words of a sentence or phrase are looked up in a dictionary-like resource to determine the a priori semantic orientation of the sentence or clause. Additional rules
such as handling the presence of negation are also applied (e.g. “This heater is not very energy
efficient.”). Dictionary-based approaches appear slightly less accurate than machine learningbased approaches, but of course they do not rely on domain-specific training [5]. Unsupervised
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corpus-based or statistical techniques can also determine scalar semantic orientations, and they
do not rely upon human-supplied labels. Turney and Littman [28] suggest the use of PMI
scores to estimate sentiment by examining results of a web search engine. The PMI formula is
as follows, where probabilities are based on a corpus:

P M I(term1 , term2 ) = log2

P (term1 , term2 )
P (term1 )P (term2 )

(2.1)

Thus Turney and Littman use the web as a corpus by calculating the following, where term
is a word with unknown semantic orientation and opininionword is a pre-seeded positive or
negative word such as “excellent” or “terrible”:

P M I(term, opinionword) =

Hits(term, opinionword)
Hits(term)Hits(opinionword)

(2.2)

While this technique is e↵ective, with accuracy of 83%, communication with a web search
engine is costly. Popescu and Etzioni use PMI scores in conjunction with relaxation labelling
to improve the context-dependence and granularity of their sentiment analysis with respect to
product features [15].
Finally, a semantic-based technique calculates sentiment values directly, but relies on linguistic
principles and lexical resources such as WordNet to compute the similarity between words
rather than a corpus. Hu and Liu [11] used this technique in their seminal work on review
mining, leveraging synsets in WordNet [29] to calculate sentiment values of opinion words in
the neighborhood of feature words.

2.3

Presentation Techniques

Once text summarization and sentiment analysis is conducted, the problem of how to present
the mined data to everyday users arises. For product review mining, visualization can utilize
aggregate statistics about a product to present a summarized view to the user. Sentiment about
a particular aspect of a product or service may include a simple bar or thermometer-like image
[3]. In more complex visualizations, [13] and [30] used a visual-verbal representation with a
treemap of product aspects and sentiments, while [31] presented di↵erent the sentiment scores
of product aspects in a radar chart. Wu’s OpinionSeer [32] used a tag clouds and interactive
data-driven wheels to present mined customer feedback data to hoteliers.
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One problem in presenting aggregate statistics such as averages and sums, however, is the Jshaped distribution found in product reviews: an author’s propensity to review does not appear
independent of product quality, so many star-based ratings will break down into many high
ratings, a few low ratings and almost no neutral ratings [33]. Consequently, some researchers
proposed showing more distribution rather than pure aggregates, such as Hu and Liu’s bars
representing positive and negative opinions simultaneously [12].
Others have eschewed visual representation and rather presented a textual summary of each
product. This may mean reducing reviews to the most representative or most salient phrases
or sentences that capture the overall sentiment [34], summarizing via scored bullet points of
the product aspects [35] or creating a natural-sounding summary via algorithmic selection and
sequencing of high quality, representative sentences [36][37]. [38] summarized opinions while
capturing contrasting viewpoints. Others have treated the summarization problem as an information retrieval task in which reviews are returned in original form but ranked, for example by
opinion strength, user-voted helpfulness or temporal freshness [39]. This way, the user can still
peruse full-text reviews but can navigate more easily.
While visualization techniques can present a view that is easily and quickly understood by
most users (through the schemas of size, color, etc.), the goal of retaining textual reviews is
an important one [36][37]. Visualizations require simplification, while free text reviews contain
important human context and complexity that can be lost through pure aggregation. In fact,
Carenini et al.’s user study on a combined treemap combined with textual summaries [30], many
users preferred text summaries to graphical representation.
In the sentiment analysis and presentation stages, only a handful of authors have considered
the problem in the context of cross-product search. Yi and Niblack [40] presented an interface
aggregating reviews as a stacked bar chart showing positive and negative sentiments across many
products, but their system lacked the important feature decomposition. Hu and Liu [12] used
bars leaning positive or negative for each feature to capture summaries of two products at a time.
More recently, Bjørkelund et al. [41] transformed sentiment analysis into an interactive interface
which enables a user to choose between hotels, each represented as a color-coded marker on a
map. However, most summaries—both visual and textual—typically present one product at a
time, perhaps due to the costs of obtaining reviews across an entire product category.

II.
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Product Review Mining in Economics and Business

Some research has recognized the potential of applying text mining to analyze each product
category’s market, considering the cross-product search of consumers as well as the competitive
concerns of sellers. Archak et al. [6] combined the methodology in [11] with econometric techniques to determine the e↵ect on sales via Amazon sales rank data. Decker and Trusov [8] used
econometrics in conjunction with mining of “pros and cons” reviews to quantify aggregate consumer preferences on a product’s features, with the goal of consumer comparison across brands.
In terms of text mining techniques, Zhan et al. [42] recognized the importance of consumer
discussion of aspects that are not features (e.g. a Samsung customer talking about an iPhone),
particularly for business intelligence, and incorporated this notion into text summarization. In
addition, Xu et al. [43] attempted to extract comparative relations from product reviews (e.g.
Samsung Galaxy vs. iPhone) through conditional random fields. Still, software that both mines
and presents data for consumer-oriented product comparison largely has not been a focus of
research to date.

3

No Free Lunch
The web application No Free Lunch presents an interface for consumer product search and
comparison based on the results of feature extraction and sentiment analysis. Instead of summarizing individual products, the front end summarizes the entire product market space after
calculating each < product, f eature, score > data point by aggregating data implied in the
reviews, assumed to be consensus. Review mining is used particularly for cross-product search,
and also considers the trade-o↵s in consumer decision-making. For example, when shopping
for a space heater, a consumer may want strong heat output, but more powerful heaters may
require more energy consumption, and this knowledge is part of the informed consumer’s decision. This idea is hinted at in past research attempting aspect ranking [44] [16]. Yet, to the
best of this author’s knowledge, this software system is unique in that it explicitly asks the user
to consider trade-o↵s in cross-product search, based on aggregated text mining results. Within
the product market space, the system also discovers relationships between features by looking
for correlations between quantitative product-feature sentiment scores.
No Free Lunch presents interactive tools that enable a consumer to search products based on
multiple aspects and to reason analytically about products in terms of their aspects. In this
sense No Free Lunch is also related to information retrieval. But instead of a simple product
search according to keyword, overall rating or price, the application attempts to present a
multi-objective, weighted search. Further, its analytical reasoning tools, presented in the form
of interactive scatterplots (see Figure 3.1), enable a user to visualize trade-o↵s. This paper
presents No Free Lunch not as information retrieval but knowledge retrieval. Its output attempts
to visualize and transform crowdsourced knowledge with the goal of teaching the consumer more
about products, and enabling more informed decision-making. The results of the analysis and
ranking also lead to an implied recommendation. But whereas a recommender system suggests
10
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that a user buy a product and take this recommendation on face value, this system implies
recommendations but encourages user research and reasoning, and also recognizes that the
product search is a complex, multi-objective one in which no “perfect product” exists.

Figure 3.1: Scatterplot visualization implies recommendations through color-coding.

The following section outlines the considerations behind the prototyping of No Free Lunch. As
the software’s design and implementation was user-driven, this paper firsts presents its user
interface (3.1), then describes its system architecture (3.2) and finally discusses text mining
methodology (3.4).

3.1

A Tool for Product Search and Analysis

The No Free Lunch web application aims to aid analytical reasoning and exploration about
products, leveraging the data mined from reviews. This begins with attempting to teach the
user about potential features of the product based on crowd-sourced knowledge found in the
reviews (see Figure 3.2). When a user searches for a product, the system returns a list of up
to 15 extracted features or aspects commonly discussed in its reviews. As the user may not
have any background knowledge on the product, this focus encourages mental decomposition
and analysis of product aspects. The user may then go into Pick Features mode or Explore
Trade-o↵s mode.

III.
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Figure 3.2: The user is shown automatically extracted features.

Figure 3.3: Pick Features Mode: Feature Selection
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Figure 3.4: Pick Features Mode: Search Results

Pick Features mode emphasizes multi-objective search. In this mode, the user searches for a
product based on valued features or aspects, which align with the list of extracted features. The
user can select one or more valued features and is asked to rank these in order of importance.
Price is added as a feature by default. For example, in Figure 3.3, the user searching for a space
heater selects that she values “electric bill”, then “price”, then “sq ft”. Based on these choices,
a weighted score for each product is computed; the more highly ranked features receive greater
weight. Each < product, f eature, score > tuple was calculated before user input. The products
are ranked in order of score, shown in Figure 3.4. The user can both mouse over a product to
see the product details or click on a link to buy the product on Amazon. The product details
include a bar chart of the product’s scores for each feature, and the text reviews mentioning the
chosen features, which adds human language context to the numeric aggregates.
Explore Trade-o↵s mode encourages exploration of the product space. In this mode, the user
is reminded of the extracted features and can examine the products in terms of these features
(see Figure 3.5). By clicking on one or more of the extracted feature buttons, the user is shown
“interesting” relationships, and a relationship of the selected feature and price is also added
by default. When the user clicks on one of these relationship buttons, a scatterplot of the
two features appears. The scatterplot is color-coded so that products on the favorable side of
the relationship curve are green, and the unfavorable ones are red. The user can also mouse
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over any data point to view product details. The goal is to aid the user in thinking about
potential relationships and trade-o↵s within the product category. Recommendations might be
implied but the software recognizes that product search is complex, with multiple objectives
and trade-o↵s to be made.

Figure 3.5: Explore Trade-o↵s Mode: Scatterplot Exploration

3.2

System Architecture

No Free Lunch starts with no data, but transforms into the browser-based web tool seen in
Section 3.1 in by means of a pre-computed phase and a web app phase. The pre-computed phase
begins with web crawling to download reviews from Amazon.com (for this proof of concept,
only a few sample product categories were tested) and then moves into a text mining phase
which includes both feature extraction and sentiment scoring. Throughout the pre-computed
phase, updates are made to a persistent data store until each product is scored for each feature
mentioned in its reviews. In the web app phase, this database forms the back-end to a web
application based on the model-view-controller pattern, which separates the presentation logic
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Pre-computed

Web App
Text Mining
Feature Extraction
get features
send view

Client

Sentiment Scoring
get review
text

req
res

Server
(App)

update with aggregates

Requests

Web Crawling
Render
query
Database

insert product,
review data

Text Mining
App
Figure 3.6: Software architecture diagram.
Feature Extraction
Web Crawling

Back-End
Database

(view) from the persistent data store (model) by means of a mediating controller [45]. A serverSentiment Scoring

Front-End

Visualizations
side application forms the controller, fulfilling requests for HTML
pages and data objects made

by the browser, while HTML, CSS and JavaScript
Aggregation enable a graphical user interface as a view.
Because this application is aimed at aiding data analysis, a consumer must be able to easily
explore the data–i.e. click through it rapidly, and too many page loads would likely not be
tolerated. Thus, much of the application logic resides in the browser in the form of rendering
Text Mining
Pre-computed
Web Appwhile the HTML pages received
scripts, which
asynchronously make
requests for data objects,

via HTTP request-reply contain mainly
markup.
Feature
Extraction

The No Free Lunch prototype was built with a technology stack favoring rapid development
Client

Sentiment
time, maintainability and interactivity
for the end-user. In the pre-computed phase, Python
Scoring

Requests
Server
modules perform web crawling and text mining. The web
app was built in
all Javascript,
(App)

Web Crawling
including Node.js
[46] on the server side plus d3.js for rendering graphics [47]. MongoDB, a
Render
document-oriented NoSQL data store, is used for the database as its flexible, schema-less
design

promotes rapid prototyping, while its all-JSON nature creates easy mappings between Python
and JavaScript [48].

3.3

Database

Text Mining Methodology

The contribution of No Free Lunch centers on system design and development with the goal
of building a consumer analysis tool, while text mining methodologies have been extensively
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studied, as reviewed in Section II. Thus, producing state-of-the-art text mining is not the focus
of the No Free Lunch system. Yet, No Free Lunch’s modular design means that any part of the
system can be developed independently. Several methods were tested for the text mining phase,
which can serve as examples of potential modules in the overall system. Feature extraction and
sentiment analysis are discussed in 3.3.1 and 3.3.2, respectively.

3.3.1

Feature Extraction

The first step in the text mining phase was to extract the most important features or aspects of each product category. Several methods for extracting features were tested, but all
were based on the observation and assumption that important product features mentioned in
reviews are usually nouns [11] and that when discussing products in the same product category, di↵erent reviews will likely mention the same features. Thus, the downloaded reviews
were concatenated together, and only frequently mentioned nouns or phrases ending in nouns
were examined. A word was designated as “noun” with unigram part-of-speech (POS) tagger
based on the already-tagged Brown Corpus [49]. Because “unambiguously noun” features were
desired, the tagger could merely choose the most frequent tag for any given word, which is
also the cheapest POS-tagging strategy. In this frequent noun finding process, all stopwords
were ignored, as well as a number of shopping words like “Amazon”. A hybrid strategy for
ranking potential features was chosen. This strategy combines di↵erent methods for single
words and for bigram or trigram phrases. For single words, the nouns were given a score of
termf requency ⇤ inversegenericf requency, or tf ⇤ igf :
tf = 1 + log ft,r
igf =

N
ft,g

(3.1)
(3.2)

ft,r is the word’s frequency in the review corpus, N is the length of a “generic” corpus, and ft,g
is the word’s frequency in the generic corpus. This method was based on [7]. The NPS Chat
corpus [50] was used as as generic corpus as it represents both informal and generic English.
Meanwhile, for phrases, noun phrases were scored based on PMI. However, because PMI favors
rare collocations, a frequency threshold of 0.2% of bigrams and .01% of trigrams was applied.
Trigrams were only retained if composed of two extracted bigrams. After extraction, phrases
had stopwords added back in by choosing the most frequent intervening stopwords.
Finally, a number of pruning measures were undertaken. Extracted bigrams and trigrams
were merged with extracted unigrams so that unigrams contained in a phrase were removed.
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Unigrams were pruned to merge plural and singular forms of the same word, by matching
lemmas—this would retain only one of ‘batteries” and “battery”. Finally, extracted words
and phrases were pruned for “helpfulness”, based on the user-supplied Amazon utility votes of
any given review. When grouped by phrase, if the mean helpfulness percentage of the reviews
mentioning the phrase was below the mean helpfulness of all reviews, the phrase was dropped.
The aim was to remove less meaningful phrases like “waste of money”.
Other strategies were found to be less e↵ective, based on both qualitative and quantitative
analysis of the strategies’ extracted features. For example, another method is to find all the
frequent noun n-grams of any length and benchmark them against the generic corpus together.
Di↵erent weightings for tf ⇤igf might be used (e.g. logs or raw frequencies), and PMI could still

be incorporated. However, scoring single and phrasal nouns on the same scale tended either to
overweight phrases, resulting in many phrases with duplicate meanings, or to overweight single
words, resulting in many partially relevant but less informative terms. Thus, the hybrid strategy
was favored instead.
The importance of the feature extraction phrase should not be discounted. Most past studies
have not necessarily considered the implication of the extracted features’ use in a consumerfacing software tool. The implication of a consumer use is that users will want to examine highly
relevant product features, to not miss out on any important ones, and also, possibly, to not be
overloaded with too much information. Consequently feature extraction should have both high
precision and high recall. Yet, the traditional definitions of these metrics, which are based on
binary relevance judgments, do not suffice for evaluating e↵ectiveness. For instance, feature
extraction on the “space heater” product category might return “apartment”. “Apartment” is
somewhat relevant to the user, who might want to use the heater in an apartment, but probably
is not as important as “electric bill”. The user is not merely looking for relevant terms but rather
economically meaningful terms. Yet, a gold standard list of important product features with
an accompanying degree of economic importance would be hard to generate, likely requiring
multiple adjudicator perspectives. Table 3.1 illustrates an example of how two di↵erent feature
extraction systems fare in this sense. Note that Method 1, which was used in the prototype, is
missing the probably-important features of “smell”, “remote control” and “easy to use.”

3.3.2

Sentiment Analysis

Both the dictionary and machine learning-based approaches were implemented as examples of
sentiment analysis modules and tested against a baseline of sentiments as implied by the usersupplied star ratings given in a review. Computational sentiment analysis might improve over
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Table 3.1: Comparison of Output of Feature Extraction Systems,
Unordered, before Pruning, for Category “Space Heater”.

Method 1

Relevance Score

Method 2

Relevance Score

customer service
2 thermostat
2
sq ft
2 living room
1
lightweight
2 basement
1
waste of money
1 heat a room
1
white noise
2 electric bill
2
safety features
2 power
2
take the chill
1 apartment
1
electric bill
2 sq ft
2
cool to the touch
2 smell
2
oscillating feature
2 remote control
2
oil-filled radiator
2 easy to use
2
bathroom
1 month
1
temperature
2 warm room
1
settings
2 light
1
basement
1 enough heat
1
plastic
1 floor
1
garage
1 front
1
design
2 cold winter
1
desk
1 hours
2
furnace
1 much heat
1
quality
1 take the chill
1
thermostat
1 family room
1
Total Score
35/44 Total Score
30/44
Method 1 is the hybrid strategy described above. Method 2 benchmarks all noun words and
phrases against a “generic” corpus with log tf ⇤ igf weights. Relevance scores correspond to
0 = notrelevant, 1 = somewhatrelevant, 2 = veryrelevant.

human star ratings because of the opportunity for sentiment analysis at increased granularity.
For example, a user might rate a space heater at 4 stars overall, but the review might imply
5 stars for heat output but only 3 stars for energy efficiency. If algorithmic sentiment analysis
examines only the sentence or clause where a particular extracted feature is mentioned, this
may heighten accuracy.
As discussed in Section II, the dictionary-based approach calculates a priori semantic orientation and thus is domain-independent. However, flexibility comes at the expense of accuracy, and
refined dictionary lookup can require some expensive natural language processing, particularly
POS tagging. In the dictionary-based approach tested, each sentence mentioning a feature was
split into a list of words. The out-of-context sentiment value of each word was drawn from
SentiWordNet 3.0 [51], which contains POS information and di↵erent scores for di↵erent word
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senses. SentiWordNet has positive and negative scores for each word and sense, and the sentiment score for each sense was calculated as the positive score minus the negative score. A
negation in the neighborhood of a word led to the score’s sign being flipped, and multiword
expressions were also detected. [52] found that for any given word lookup in SentiWordNet, a
score must be chosen corresponding to word sense, but using the “first sense” barely improves
classification accuracy over random choice. Of course, word sense disambiguation might also
improve performance, but this is both difficult and expensive. [52]’s empirical testing demonstrated that averaging the sentiment scores across the senses or using a weighted average based
on a geometric or harmonic series can boost accuracy significantly. All three weightings were
implemented, and Table 3.2 shows their accuracy at predicting positive or negative for a test
set of 100 hand-labeled reviews from No Free Lunch’s database:
Table 3.2: SentiWordNet Classification Accuracy

Scoring across senses

Accuracy

Mean of scores
Geometric weighting
Harmonic weighting

62%
68%
67%

The machine learning approach is shown to be more accurate than the dictionary-based approach, but supervised machine learning relies on human-labeled training data and may not
transfer between domains; for example, “plot” might be learned as an important feature in a
movie review but will not be important in a restaurant review. No Free Lunch’s reviews fit into
the domain of product reviews, but the products reviewed can di↵er, for example household
products like space heaters versus electronic products like digital cameras. The Hu and Liu
Amazon product review dataset [11] (called HL hereafter) was used in training to approximate
the product review domain. The HL reviews are also at sentence granularity and annotated
with mentioned product features, which is useful for No Free Lunch’s task, but a shortcoming is
that the HL reviews only cover electronics. Naive Bayes, SVM and logistic regression classifiers
were trained using unigram, bigram and trigram models, and using features of raw frequency
counts, binary occurrences and T F ⇤IDF weights. The classifications were simplified to positive
or negative. The Pang and Lee movie review dataset [9] (called PL) was also tested to examine
the e↵ect of domain, though these reviews are at document-level granularity.
Table 3.3 presents the accuracy of multiple classifiers on the same test set as in Table 3.2. The
best accuracy score achieved was 77%, which is considered strong performance [5]. Unsurprisingly, the product reviews (HL) were a better training dataset. Trigram models did not seem
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to improve much over bigram models for most variations of both datasets. T F ⇤ IDF weights

outperformed frequency counts and binary occurrences as features for HL. The HL classifiers
outperformed SentiWordNet but not significantly, while the PL classifiers did not, indicating
the importance of domain in model training.
Table 3.3: Accuracy of Classifier-based Sentiment Analysis

Classifier properties

Unigram Model

Bigram Model

Trigram Model

Trained on PL
Frequency counts
Logistic Regression
SVM
Naive Bayes

40%
32%
57%

45%
37%
68%

46%
44%
66%

Binary occurrences
Logistic Regression
SVM
Naive Bayes

59%
46%
59%

42%
58%
59%

56%
50%
66%

TF*IDF weights
Logistic Regression
SVM
Naive Bayes

42%
58%
59%

42%
58%
59%

42%
58%
59%

Trained on HL
Frequency counts
Logistic Regression
SVM
Naive Bayes

73%
69%
67%

69%
66%
74%

70%
73%
73%

Binary occurrences
Logistic Regression
SVM
Naive Bayes

66%
67%
67%

69%
66%
74%

70%
69%
72%

TF*IDF weights
Logistic Regression
SVM
Naive Bayes

74%
73%
77%

74%
73%
77%

74%
73%
77%

Yet, these sentiment analysis methods were still not necessarily useful for No Free Lunch. Classifying sentences as positive or negative is likely too crude to be useful analytical reasoning when
making purchasing decisions, as the user is likely to end up comparing multiple products with
features deemed “positive”. Therefore, classifications had to be mapped onto a numeric scale of
1 to 5. The dictionary-based method already output scalar sentiment scores, while the machine
learning method also output scalars in the form of classification probabilities (based on accuracy
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testing, a Naive Bayes classifier trained on HL with T F ⇤IDF weights and a unigram model was

chosen). These could be either discretized into quintile bins or rescaled linearly to transform
into a 1 to 5 rating, enabling a scoring of each review for each product feature mentioned.
When the numeric rating output of these sentiment analysis modules were tested, with both
discrete and linear rescaling, they did not outperform the baseline of the user-supplied star
ratings. Inspecting accuracy manually, with the understanding that multiple ratings between 1
and 5 could be considered correct for any < product, review, f eature, score > combination, it
was found that the classifier had accuracy of 70% and SentiWordNet had accuracy of 64% on
samples of 100. Meanwhile, the baseline user-supplied rating had accuracy of 88%, which beats
many state-of-the-art classifiers. This means that when users rate a product, they are likely to
be implicitly rating the subset of its features mentioned in the review; the overall star ratings
and implied ratings on specific features appear to correlate despite the possibility for error due
to mixed opinions. Thus, the baseline sentiment system of using human-supplied star ratings is
the default module used in the prototype, as improving fine-grained computational sentiment
analysis to accuracy greater than 88% was out of scope for the prototype production.
Finally, the data was aggregated, the reviews grouped by product so that < product, review, f ea
ture, score > became mean < product, f eature, score >. In addition, No Free Lunch is one of
the first product review mining systems to consider relationships among product features. Relationships were discovered by mining correlations in the product market space. If a correlation
between two features was greater than the average correlation among all feature pairs, it was
marked as an “interesting” relationship and recorded. These “interesting” relationships appear
explicitly in the web app.

Figure 3.7: Explore Trade-o↵s Mode: Discovered Relationships

4

Conclusion and Future Directions
This paper has presented No Free Lunch, a web-based software tool for consumer product analysis and decision-making, based on data mined and aggregated from product reviews. Modules
for text mining plus a visually-driven, interactive interface encourage analytical reasoning about
products. Consequently, the result of No Free Lunch is not only to imply product recommendations in a complex product market space but also to transfer knowledge about products.
Under this paradigm of knowledge transfer, the system could still be improved in both the
pre-computed text mining and web application phases so that “better” knowledge is gained and
such knowledge is transferred to users more easily. Computation in the text mining phase could
be refined through a number of avenues:
Feature extraction. Currently sentiment scoring is applied to sentences where a feature is explicitly mentioned. However, features may be mentioned implicitly or in the form of synonyms.
Significantly more data could be acquired by detecting implicit features, as in [22] and [23], or
by merging synonyms through WordNet.
Sentiment analysis. The tested dictionary-based and machine learning methods did not beat
the baseline of using human-supplied star ratings for sentiment. Yet, even though it was found
that star ratings correlate with actual sentiment on features mentioned, the user may still give
mixed reviews that do not correspond to the overall star rating, which would lead to error.
Sentiment analysis might be improved by training a classifier on No Free Lunch’s Amazon
review data, though this would require a multi-domain training on di↵erent types of products.
A voted system between the star ratings and multiple classifiers is another possibility. In
addition, accurate sentiment analysis relies on detecting which sentence, group of sentences or
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sub-sentence clauses are talking about an extracted feature. A new parsing algorithm instead
of simple sentence-like separation might improve this process.
Relevance feedback. No matter how refined, both feature extraction and sentiment analysis are
bound to make errors. Data could be collected on whether the extracted features are helpful
or not, perhaps with relevance feedback features built into the web application. Relevance data
could either prompt pruning or be incorporated into the text mining algorithms to improve
performance. In [12]’s Opinion Observer interface, the user can accept or reject mined product
features as well as opinion sentences, which may lead to evolving accuracy.
Reducing source of bias. The prototype of No Free Lunch assumes that averages of mined
review data represent consensus, but it utility may be somewhat diminished by the selection
bias represented by the J-shaped distribution of ratings. This e↵ect may be mitigated by
scoring sentiment at the sentence level, but regardless, the fact that reviews may not accurately
represent actual product quality due to selection bias should be carefully studied for the purposes
of cross-product search. In addition, a question arises of whether all reviews should be treated
equal. [53] noted problems in “helpfulness” votes, for example that older reviews garner more
helpfulness votes than younger ones, and attempted to develop an unbiased machine scorer of
review utility using SVMs and the notion of readability and subjectivity. For No Free Lunch’s
data mining, weighting the “good” reviews representing informed opinions more heavily than
poor quality ones could help create a more useful product score.
In addition, the usability of the No Free Lunch web application could also be improved through
the following future directions:
Usability testing. The next step in evaluating No Free Lunch would be to conduct a user study
on the software’s utility. This would not only help answer the main question of whether the
software can teach consumers about products and aid in their decision-making better than a
typical product search can, it could also resolve debates such as what is the importance of
the original text reviews and which visualization styles are most e↵ective. Unfortunately, with
the exception of Wu’s OpinionSeer [32], most research literature lacks empirical studies of user
interface e↵ectiveness [3].
Additional visualizations and interactions. The prototype user interface utilizes scatterplots for
showing relationship data and bar charts for showing product-feature breakdown, but additional
visualizations are a possibility. A radar chart is one option for showing trade-o↵s [31], though a
shortcoming is that a user could only look at a few overlaid radar lines at once. Another idea is
dynamic sliders rather than drop-downs for choosing product feature qualities in order of value.
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Finally, the user might also want to move from exploration to a detailed comparison of two or
three products.
Confidence Scores. The product-feature scores are sometimes aggregated on only a handful
reviews, and this low sample size means that aggregates may not be robust enough to be
trursted. Thus, confidence information might also be communicated to the user (e.g. the score
is “based on n reviews”, or a calculated confidence score), and might also be a way of marking
the biases inherent in scores that follow a J-shaped distribution.
Review ranking techniques. Currently, both the Pick Features and Explore Trade-o↵s mode of
No Free Lunch allow a user to inspect the original text reviews behind any aggregated data point.
The reviews for any given product and selected feature are currently not high in number, but
if more sophisticated feature detection techniques were applied, the volume of reviews returned
could become daunting. Thus, information retrieval techniques could be applied to rank the
returned contextual reviews so that the most useful and representative ones appear first, as in
[39]. The reviews might be ranked by helpfulness votes, recency (as they may become out of
date), readability, proximity to “consensus” or even the social influence of the reviewer if such
data is available.
While numerous future directions may refine its utility, the No Free Lunch prototype provides
an example of how data mined from user reviews can aid consumer reasoning, decision-making
and product search through a web application. More broadly, it also exemplifies how the rise of
user-generated content can reduce information asymmetries and bring markets closer to their
theoretical equilibria.
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